Hinkley Point C look ahead
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December 2019
We carefully manage our works at Hinkley Point C, ensuring our construction activity has minimal impact on our neighbours.
However, you may still see and hear some aspects of the work. This is a summary of some of our current works:
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Location
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Description of works

1

Sea Wall

Sea Wall construction is now complete with 308 wave return units installed.
Pedestrian ramps have been installed so that at the back end of construction, and
when it is safe to do so, the area behind the sea wall will be open for members of the
public to walk along.
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Cooling water
pipes (land side)

The inlet water pipe system is now complete. Works are continuing on the outlet
pipes with planned completion in 2020.
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Bunker 1

Construction of Bunker 1 will continue in December. Like the other bunkers on site, it
will be used to prefabricate key components in weatherproof conditions. Once the
components are complete they will be lifted into place using our large crane, Big Carl.
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Pump House

Work continues to construct the foundation for the Pump House on Unit 2.
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Corallina Works

Works to protect the corallina on the foreshore are continuing.

500
Apprenticeships

At the start of construction we set out an ambitious target to create 1,000
apprenticeships over the course of the project. Last month we hit a major milestone,
with over 500 apprentices now working on the project.

Pluggedin

Read the latest copy of Pluggedin, our Community Magazine, here.

Combwich Wharf

The Enabling phase of works is continuing at Combwich Wharf. We would like to
thank local residents for your patience whilst we took delivery of main fuel tanks, at
the end of October. Find out more information on the delivery here.
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Off Site

Are you looking for a job at Hinkley Point C?
Visit www.edfenergy.com/hpcjobs and register for the latest opportunities.

For more information:
Visit: www.edfenergy.com/hpc
E-mail us at: hinkley-enquiries@edf-energy.com
Call us on our 24/7 hotline: 0333 009 7070
Visit us at: EDF Energy Visitor Centre, Angel Place Shopping Centre, Bridgwater, TA6 3TQ
Drop In: Friday 13th December at the Babbling Brook, Shurton (1200 – 1300)

